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BSUstudents Idaho

Impeachment hearings to start citizens testify in
abortion hearings

by RosemOry E. Hardin
The University News '
By secret ballot, the ASBSU
Senate voted 10 to one last Tuesday
to begin impeachment proceedings
against ASBSU President Pat Reilly .
, An indictment against Reilly
was presented to the Senate earlier
by Steve Martinez.
According to Martinez, he was
a member of the ASBSU judiciary
until Reilly decided to withhold his
salary and declare his justice position vacant because Martinez was
not a registered full-Ice student.
Martinez did not register for classes
until Feb. 9.
The ASBSU
Constitution states that all ASBSU
members must be t:.egistered, fullfee students and have a minimum
2.25 GPA.
"I've taken every step to avoid
impeachment," Martinez told the
Senate.
He said the morning of Feb. 20
he talked to Reilly about reinstating
him and paying his back wages, but
Martinez said Reilly refused.
Martinez said he did not file the
indictment against Reilly based
solely on this problem. "This isjust
one on a long list of many."
But Martinez did single out
what he called a similar case in
which Reilly opted to pay an ASBSU
member who had a GPA below the
ma~datory minimum.

by Lorry PUNlance
The University News
,

Presldent

Pat Reilly

Steve Martinez

According to Reilly, he was
According to Reilly, former
told by an adviser that paying MartiPresident Jeff Russell (1988-89)
hired an SPB employee knowing nez would be in violation of the
his GPA was below the required ASBSU Constitution.
One of ASBSU's advisers
minimum, then. decided not to pay
him. An ASBSU advisertold Reilly David Taylor said impeachment
proceedings are very serious. "It
10 pay the student after the student
filed a complaint with the ASBSU sounds like they (the Senators) want
Pat to clarify why hcdid what he did
JUdiciary.
'
Reilly said that case is irrele- (in Martinez's case). They should
vant to Martinez's case. "I'm not go through a fact-findingproccgoing to pay him (Martinez) be- dure."
At press time, an impeachment
causchcwasn'tastudcnt, Hewasn't
recognized by the university as a hearing date had not been set, and
it also had not been decided if the
student," Reilly said.
Martinez said he had been as- hearing will 00 open to the public.
The ASBSU Senate chambers
sured by Reilly through Chief Justice Jean Maxon in January that his are temporarily located in room 115
late registration would not bea of the Technical Education Building.
problem.
'

The Idaho Legislature's heated
and emotional abortion debate
spilled over into the hcavil y-guarded
SUB last week, and BSU students
on both sides of the issue made their
views known to tile joint House and
Senate State Affairs Committees.
More than 200 people from
around the state testified either in
person or by submitting written
statements. Some traveled from as
far north as Sandpoint and as far
east as Soda Springs.
The debate was sharp and
sometimes angry, but anticipated
disruptions or violence never materialized. Security was tight, with at
least 30 uniformed and plainclothed
policemen in attendance at all times.
Testimony jelled around three
distinctly different bills. The prolife contingent overwhelmingly
favored House Bill 625, which
would prohibit abortion asa method
of birth control. There was scattered support for HB-627, a bill that
would prohibit abortions for any
reason, including rape or incest.
Both ASBSU Vice President
Lon Burke and Senator Mike Haddon, members of the newly-formed

Students For Life, testified in Iavc
of anti-abortion bills ..
Pro-choice advocates favorer
a number of bills that would rcpca
the so-called·"trigger law," whict
would automatically make abortior
a crime in the event the U.S. Suo
prernc Court repeals Roc v : Wade,
Many pro-choice advocates alse
favored HB·626, which would permit abortions as long as they well
terminated prior to fetal viability.
The Idaho American Civil
Liberties Union backed HJR-ll, a
more generic biII calling for a constitutional amendment guaranteeing a right to privacy. ,.'
It was estimated by the House
State Affairs Committee on Friday
that pro-life testimonies outnumbered pro-choice statements by a 31 margin.
Individual
testimony was
strictly limited by a three-minute
time limit, and professional lobby
Ists from both sides took to thr
podiums first.
Sally Trott, a spokesperson for
the newly-organized
"Freedom
Means Choice" citizens lobby, said
her group will be able to muster
more than 6,000 members by the
See "Hearings;" page 13

BSUsquirrel incident enrages .animallovers
Exterminating to get rid of the
squirrels. '
, Richard Lewis, an accountant
for the physical plant, said they
BSU's physical plantended up
contracted with Sawyer's to "relowith quite a headache over a dead
cate the squirrels" somewhere off
squirrel, a $300' bill and angry
campus. In January, metal box
people when they responded to an
traps were set on the southeast side
alleged complaint, over. gnawed
of the communication building.
wires in the communication buildMost said. on Jan. 30 ;1squirrel
ing.
was trapped and then escaped.
The physical plant contracted
an exterminator to get rid of the Then on Jan. 31 another squirrel
was trapped in the box and was
guilty squirrels, and several of
BSU's staff and students are an- confined over the weekend without food or water in freezing temgered by the incident. However,
according to Richard Lewis of the peratures. He said the traps were
not monitored so he contacted the
physical plant, the rodent problem
physical plant and was told it was
is "solved."
the communication. departnlcnt's
Accordi,ngto communication
job to check the traps. Most said
professor Marty Most, last June
he had could not find anyone in the
physical plant elerk Linda Th.ompson told the communication ' communication departnlentto confirm. that they were supposed to
secreuiry that in response to complaints from the deparunent, the check tile ~ps.
According to Lewis, the consquirrels would be trapped. The
tract with the exterminator stated
rodents, according to Thompson,
that is was Sawyer's job to check
were. biting at the wires and causthe traps. Because. of this mix-up"
ing structural damage to the buildthe second squireCIremained inthe
ing.
Although there is no record of trap for 24 hours. Most said,
"There is no way we could have
the complaint, or any confirmation·
monitored the trap; We don't keep
by the communiootion department,
regular hoUrs on weekends." The
Thompson contracted Sawyer's
by Jeff Faulkner
The University News
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lInMnIv Newt

Trapped squIrrel lies dead In a bloodied
trap after It spent 24 hours In freezing weather with no food
or water . The squirrel was trapped on the ~ast sIde of the communication
building as part of an effort
to remove squirrels that may have been gnawing wires and causing structural damage.

squirrel mauled itself· and died
trying to escape from the cage.
"Of course it's going to try to
escape-its a wild animal," said
Animals in Distress (AIDs) Vice
President Valerie Stephan. ,She
said. there is a good chance the
squirrel had babies in its nest,and
added that AIDs would have relocated and "rehabilitated" the animals for free and in a "much more
humane manner" than Sllwyers.

Stephan said February is "the
baby season" for squirrels and the
worst time 10 relocate. Had AIDs
done the job, Stephan said, "We
would have encouraged them (the
,physical plant) to wait until spring."
She said squirrels build their nests
early in the year and· to relocate
them now neithertheenvironmcnt
nor other squirrels would accept
them during their birthing season.
Lewis said he was· not aware

that 'AIDs wouid do the job. for
free, and did.not consider calling
the humane society, either.
.As for relocating the squirrels,
Heidi Kirkpatrick of the BSU organization Voiccsfor Animals, said
she. understood that the squirrels
would be relocated to Lucky P-'..ak.
where there is no·natural squirrel
habitat
'
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Older workers bring experience, maturity to jobs
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Some c~lIege scholarships and Electronic filing is faster
fel~owshlpsmay be fully taxable and with fewer errors
Scholarships and fellowships
awarded after Aug. 16,1986 may
be partially or fully taxable.
,
, Only degree candidates may
exclude any. such payments. from
income, and only "qualified
amounts" are excludable. According to the IRS, qualified amounts
include scholarship or fellowship
grant payments that cover enrollment tuition or fees and courserelated expenses for books, fees,

News for
low-income'
families
TheEamed IncomeCredit
(EIC) helps low-income famillies with children keep more
of the income they earn.
Tobe eligible for the credit
you must have earned income,
such as wages, tips, or earnings
from self-employment; both
your earned income and adjusted gross income must be
less than $19,340; your filing
status must be Head of Household, Married Filing' a Joint
Return,
or
Qualifying
Widow(er) with Dependent
Child; and you must have one
or more children living with
you in the United States for
more than half the year (the
entire year if you file as a qualifying widow(er) or the child is
a foster child). "Child" is defined slightly differently for
each filing status.
The credit can be as much
as $910 and may be refunded
, to you if you owe no other
taxes. To get the credit, file
either Form 1040 or 1040A,
even if you otherwise do not
have to file a return.

supplies and equipment Any other
amounts, such as for room, board,
travel or. incidental expenses, must
be reported as income in the year
received,
Many scholarships and fellowships also include pay' for past,
present, or future services. Any
payment received for services is
taxable in the year of receipt, even if
the service is required of all candidates for a particular degree.

"

.Dependent?
Depends ...

Earn a few
credits
oHcampus.

• Company Parties
• Catering
,
, Public & Private Dances
• Reception & Reunions

342- 5553 '
6158 9th si

Film schooi prepared Nick
for everything ...
everything but Hollywood.

IPG-13L~
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, .. '...::Jr.iir'
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Sign up wit1lthe staffat Chili'sas afull- or part-time server. hostess or cook. You'llenjoy flexiblehours and eam tuitionreimbursement. medicalbenefits and valuable,real-world experience.
Not to mention spending money. Prerequisites in..~
.
elude a great attitude, a desire for fun and a
good pair of bluejeans, Open to all students..
•

THE BIG

PICTURE

I t0 wor.k'J'kI e 110 p'Zace e1se.
A pace

•

C

IS

GRILL

&BAR'

EqualiJl'l>orll'mlyEIft/>Io:..,

.' Apply in Person
7997 Franklin Road
Boise, Idaho 83709

STARTS MARCI+2fl6
STUDENT OISCOUNTS
, 646 Fulton ,,342·4222
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The tax consequences of get- interest or dividends. Ifthe student
ting a part-time or summer job are does have unearned income, a renot as simple for students as they turn must be filed if the total income
used to be. Due to tax changes in exceeds $500.
recent years, there are many things
For more information, Form
to consider, such as:
. W -4niay be obtained from the
How much will the -student . employer or by calling the Internal
make at this job during the year?
Revenue Service at 1-800-424Will the student have any other 3676.
.
,job by the end of the year?
Does the student have a savings account or other investment
which will earn interest or dividends?'
Does (or will) the student have
Student'! 24 years or older by
a scholarship which will be partially or fully taxable during the the end of 1989 cannot be claimed
asan exemption on theirparcnts' or
year?
, Can the student be claimed as a . guardian's federal tax returns undependent on someone else's tax less the student's gross income is
less than $2,OOO~
return?
The parent's loss, however,
Each of these factors should be
considered when students fill out could be the student'S gain. Under
this new rule, the dependent may
Form W-4,"Employee'sWit1lholding Allowance Certificate," to de- claim himselfor herself as an extcrmine how much if any tax should emption on his or her own tax return.
be withheld from each pay check.
For the parent to claim a
In general, a single student who
can be claimed as a dependent by student's exemption, the student
must meet certain dependency tests
anotherpersoncanearnupto$3.IOO
in wages. tips and taxable scholar- as well as being under 24 years of
ships before a federal income tax age. Those dependency tests are
return must be filed. provided he or contained in this year's tax instruc.
she has no uneamed income such as tions

Ballroom

~

The Electronic Filing System

2

Tax changes affect
working students

"":1/4ft¥'..t:iR14S ' '
\

. Students. who are not candidates for a degree must report all
scholarship and fellowship amounts
as income in the year received.
Different rules apply to recipients of scholarships or fellowships
awarded before Aug. 17,1986.
For more detailed information
call toll-free, 1-8Q0-424-3676 for
free copy of IRS Publication 520,
Scholarships and Fellowships.
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Last year over a million taxpayers shaved atleast three weeks
off the time it normally takes to get
a federal tax refund, and decreased
the likelihood of an error in their tax
returns by filing electronically.
This year for the' first time,
electronic filing of tax returns will
beoffercd nationwide for those who
expect to receive a federal tax refund.
Electronically filed returns are
transmitted over telephone lines
directly to IRS computers by tax
practitioners, financial institutions,
and others who have been accepted
in the program by the IRS.
For taxpayers, the electronic
filing of their tax returns means
they should receive their tax refunds in the mail in about three
weeks after the returns arc accepted
by the IRS, three weeks faster than
mailed tax returns. Also, there is
less likelihood of errors on the re-

the ----~

turns and almost no chance of the returns going astray.
If taxpayers desire, they can
indicate on Form 8453, "U.S. Individual Income Tax Declaration for
Electronic Filing" (which their return transmitter will provide), that
they want Direct Deposit of their
refunds into their savings or checkingaccounts. Taxpayers can expect
the Direct Deposit in about two
weeks after the returns arc accepted
by th~ IRS.
The electronic filing of a tax
return has no influence on whether
or not a return will be audited.
Although the IRS cannot recommend specific tax practitioners or
others who have been accepted to
provide this service, the IRS will
tell taxpayers who the accepted
electronic filers arc in their areas.
The number to call to ask for this
information is 1-800-424-1040.
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Quote of the tWeet
A poor understanding of others is
the natural outcome of our selfcentered view of the .world. Roger
Fisher and SCott Brown

Get to work, Senators!
An open letter to our illustrious ASBSU Senators: What
the hell is going on? Do you really take yourselves so
seriously that you think you have to impeach a president to be
important? We ask you: Who cares?
Is this really going to affect BSU students, will it do lIS any
good? Probably not.
What will do the students good are: adequate night-time
lighting, availability of condoms on campus, adequate funding for child care, a library with lots of resources and long
hours, an escort system and perhaps some funding for student
research, to name a few.
So get on with what it is we elected you for in the first place
and leave the quibbling, quarreling, twitting and tattling to
your high school counterparts. We are oot impressed!

Pro-life v. pro-cnoice debate continues

Keep personal opi.n~ons Free society must tolerate choice
out of ASBSU politics
stone, even
stone weathersand
erodes away. Quite often, these
that

by Dave Kennedy

What smells so bad in here? ASBSU Vice President Lon
Burke happens to be the president of a student organization
. called Students for Life. No problem except that one of the
contact phone numbers for Students for Life listed with the
Student Activities Office also happens to be the ASBSU
office phone number. His use of the ASBSU office and
telephone number for club-related activities are questionable
at best.
This ethical dilemma arises from the pseudo-credibility
Burke's position lends to Students for Life. When Burke
testified at the Legislative abortion hearings last week, he
introduced himself as ASBSU vice president, using his
standing in the ASBSU political arena to give the impression
that he represents the majority ofBSU students on this issue.
The ASBSU Senate has declared the abortion debate to be
outside the realm of the BSU'Lobbyist since a dear mandate
of student opinion has not and cannot be established. With that
in mind, Mr. Burke, you must be extremely cautious that your
publicposition remains untainted by your private activities.

The UnlvEKSifyNews

"rights" clash with themselves.and
even more often one individual's

For two days last week a state
legislative committee set itself up
here at BSU 10 hear testimonyconcerning several bills dealing with
abortion. This is the hot issue in
Idaho right now, more emotional
than "right 10 work" a fewyearsago
and no less divisive.
The two positions. "pro-life"
v, "pro-choice," both cling to specious arguments about rights that

infringe upon the "rights"
of another. The debate over life v,
choice faIls into this category.
The courtsdealt with this issue
by ducking whether a "woman's
right to control her own reproduclive fate" took precedence over an
"unborn child's right to live," arid
instead split the human gestation
periodinlotrimestersandattempted
to define, legally, the biological
issuesof whenthe embryo becomes
a fetus and the fetus ultimately
becomes human.
,.
. Each day of gestation, under
Roe v. Wade, the embryonictissue
ofa potential fetus moves closer to
a new legal status as full fledged
fetus. Once past that hurdle, the
fetus progresses inexorablytoward
bccoming"viable,"thatpointwhere
it could conceivably live outside
the human female reproductive
system. At some point in the preg-

''Abortion, under
d I
Rae v. I.U
wr'B e, sane
of those limited Indlvidual liberties, like
drinking alcohol, that
,
a free society must
,tolerate because the
social costs of ban, ..'
nlnglt
are greater

se X' ed ·b'-.II
short chanqes 'you.th thanthebeneflts.·
p. roposed

"rights"

:~~Y~~:nth~i~~::~:h~':
'mayor may not exist. The pro- societygrants tonewborn individuTh Idah Le . 1
. d
. hei h edlifers claim to protect the unborn's aIs, including revenge for its own
• • e ..?
gis atu~. again emo~s~tes
Its . e!g ten
"inalienable right to life" whilethe murder.
level of enughtenment WltnHB547. This Bill prohibits teach- pro- choicers purport to defend the,
The compromise worked for
ing anything but abstinence in sex-education classes and dis- individual woman's 'also inalien- the' most part. ' Women had time,
allows dissemination of birth control information in junior able ''ri~htto'pri~'llCY."
underRoe v, Wade, to make the
high and high school, even by the school nurse. Were these
~eltherS1de s~entstands
.agonizing choices between termi1 bo
ith thei h dsb ied i th
d
thev i
~W1thoutr1I'St~aking~eassump- nation andblrth.adoption.or kecppeope
m wi
err ea
un m esan orare eyjust
uonthalthesenghtsexIStbythem
ingthech·ld fled'
living i.n their own private Idaho?
.. no supportmg rea-- nancy. -Asloathe fems
comp
et pregselves, needing
evolved
and
Yes, they are correct; abstinence is the only 100 percent ~ ~ logical explllI7tion ofmeir ~gaii to lOOkand act hUJil~ her
effective way to prevent pregnancy and sexually transmitted
ongms. ~y m~ Just be there" choices narrowed until its "rights"
diseases, but advocating the teaching of only abstinence, and ~~the
UNVttse Itself. Likeany ~ualedthewoman'sinwhosebody
'ng disc SSI'O of birth
trol'w'
't!' .•
religIon, wht:ther one lands on the It had residence Then a state legisI
allo
no
Wl
u
n
con
1 onna on IS very
"life" or "choice" side does. not lature decided U> redefine "life" on
dangerous wishful thinking by our esteemed legislators.
depend on argumentor convincing its own as beginning. from the
discourse, but on irrefutable argu- ~~~'
~'~~~~~~~

"The pro-lifers claim
to protect the unborn's 'Inalienable
right to life' while the
pro-choicers purport
to defend the Individual woman's also Inalienable 'rlghtto privacy.",
-...;..-------momentof conception, and bestow
on a free falling fertilized ova the
"rights" of a person. Technologically, that ova can be preserved in
liquid nitrogen, and preserved for
long periods in those frigid depths.
But I flndit difficult to see it as a
person.
In the human context, the court
in Roe v. Wade used these sorts of
perceptionsto drawan arbitraryline
~~~~~i~:~~:~~~~
"rights" it accorded unborn children and the "rights" claimed by
accidentally pregnant women.
For the sake ofliberty, I hateto
see this decision changed in any
way. The libertyto make choices
depends on society accepting that
someindividualswillmakctepug-,
nant cboiceswhich are none of'our
business and in which we must not
interfere.. Aool'Jon, under.I~oo v.
Wade, is one of thOse limitedindi·
vidual liberties, like drinking alcohol,lhata free society mUsttolerate
becaUse the sOcial costs of banning
it are Jtrellter than the beQefits.
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"Pro-blrthers" seek to impose
their beliefs on America
by Tim Teater
Special to TheUniversity News

"Actualiy, 'pro-

Morals do not .chanqe with laws

,

•
In order to provide a more balanced per: spectlve on the abortion debate for our read: ers, we requested Studentsfor Lifeto submit an
editorial which would express their views. Stu: - dents for Lifedid not provide an editorial for our
: Viewpoint page.

•
:
: by Scott Erickson
• Specialto The University News
•
Abortion. The debate of the
~ decade. Pro-lifers and pro-choicers

are at each other's throats-trying to
push their views. Every day, in
nearly every paper, there are articles on this complex issue.
Arguments for and against
.abortion come from everyone-and
from everywhere. However, it
seems most people deal with the
subject in a totally emotional way. I
fcel that in order to reach adecision,
people must think about the issue
logically and not get caught up in so
many emotionally centered arguments. I seem to have either a very
distorted image oflife or my simple
viewpoint has been overlooked,
because I have notscen many people
thinking about it quite like I do.
TIle whole issue arises from a
disagreement of what makes up
acceptedcultural behavior. Our

I suppose it hadto happen. Like
birthers' would
metastatic disease in the' human
body, the cancer of right wing funbe better term
damentalism is spreading through
our campus.
_
since there
Along with such luminaries of
seems to be
thcfundamenLalist right such as the
Campus Crusade for Christ, (sounds
little if eny con-:
a lot likethe Klu Klux Klan.doesn't
cern for the
it?), Fellowship of Christian Athlctcs and others, we now have the
women or the
so-called "Students for Life." Great!
baby after
Just what BSU ncedcd-> more right
wing lunacy!
.
birth ... "
In the human body, cancer can
be stopped by its surgical removal.
In the body politic, no such easy
solutions exist People have a right
The assignment of spiritual or
to express their views even when' ethical values in areas where there
those views are adverse to the con- is no universal societalagreement
tinued existence of the very politi- must be left to the individual. Even
calSystem that allows-such expres- within the "pro-life" movement itsion,
self, there is no universal agreement
In the case of the fundamental- on theprohibitionofabortion. Some
istright, the goal is to replace our say that there should be no aborcurrent democratic republic with a tions except to save the mother.
theocratic system in which moral Others say abortion is OK in the
guardians enforce an orthodoxy of case of rape or incest, Without the
their own invention.
universal acceptance of a given
Whether we are talking about doctrineorphilosophy,theenforcerequiring prayer and Bible reading ment of that doctrine on a society,
in the schools, or Christian extrem- regardless of the majority view,
ists trying to force the acceptance of becomes tyranny.
jhe patently absurd and intellectu- '
As the pro-choice people are
ally barren "creation science" or the fond of asking, who decides? Who,
tired old straw man of secular indeed. The state? Setting aside for
humanism, or subjugate women to the moment the religious establishthe status, of reproductive slaves, ment and lack of universality conthe hidden agenda of remaking cems, how can the state know each
America in the fundamentalist· woman and her circumstances well
image is there. Make no mistake, enough to presume to make 'a dec ithese folks aren't just our 'friends sion more appropriately than she.
and neighbors with whom we have Further, in a time that seems to tout
political disagreements, but arc the "family values," whatever they are,
enemies of every principal of de- ,how can this type of invasion of
mocracy and tolerance on which individual or family privacy be talour nation was founded!
erated, let alone advocated.
For instance, take the so-called
Ifwe as a people alloW the state
"pro-lifers." Actually, "pro-birth- the right to force a woman.to bear Ii
ers"would bea better term since child against her will, is it inconthere seems to be little if any con- ceiva1>lethat the state could have a
· cern for the women or the baby after "compelling interest" in forcing a
the birth, and there is absolutely no. woman to have an abortion? In the
concern for women who have in the interest of population control, the
past, and may yet risk their lives in Chinese government has been doing
. illegal abortions. But I digress. By just that
,
couching the abortion argument in
But of course America isn't
terms of when does life begin, the China. Theright to espouse ene's
"Pro-lifers" ~ to confuse the real ,own religious beliefs is inviolate.
issucswhichare: theestablishment However, the right to force those
of a Slate endorsed religious dOc- beliefsontherestof.societyisintoltrine; and does the state hav~ the crable: In ,consideration of these
rightto make reproductivedecikindsofsociaiissues, wemusllook
. sions for women and families.
behind the catch phrases and monil
There is simply no secular pontification bybouffant-hairedTV
doctrine to, support the "right to evangelislS. We must reject any:
life" positjon. The idea that the philosophy that seeks to impose its
state'has a compelling interest in will on Jhepeople.
.
protecting life when applied to.a
America was founded on the. '
fetus is nothing more than a secular sovereignty of the individ'ual. ,To"
, application of a religious doctrine, back away from that foundation will
an application to be eschewed in the be to condemn our body politic to a
plural and secular society that is death as sure as metastatic disease.
America.
in the human body.,

a
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society is made up of such a diverse
group of cultural backgrounds that
we arc bound to have different
morals and beliefs. A brief look at
old-time Eskimo culture shows a
belief in infanticide-the killing of
unwanted babies. At first, a person
may think this is cruel, intolerable
behavior, and people may think so
in our society. A study of the Eskimo culture shows the killing to be
necessary for the survival of society.
1 look at our society and see a
great similarity. Is it healthy for
society to produce unwanted children who will be discriminated
against, abused, unprotected and unloved? Certainly anyone with a
sliver of common sense can understand that a wanted child will most
likely develop into a healthy person
who is willing and able to continue
our race. And people should be able
to comprehend that unwanted children have dim futures. I won't even
start into the possibilities.

But this notion of Ute betterment of society through abortion
does not hold up with many people.
The issue involves personal (and
emotional) topics. The issue has to
deal with morality-a
difficulL
subject in such a diversified society
as ours.
sun, we can view the subject in
a logical way. Think about morality. Affiliation with acertainchurch
may insLill definite moral behaviors. But this does not mean someone else has Ute same beliefs. Face
it Everyone has a right to their own
moralsand integrity. There is nothing anyone can do to change them.
True, pro-lifers can try to' instill
laws to stop behavior, but a person's
morals do not change with laws. I
conclude that whether abortion is
"right" or "wrong" can nbt be determined by our society. For what is
"right" for one, will most likely
offend someone c1se.

letters Policy
Letters to The University News are accepted and encouraged. We reserve the right to '
edit for length. libelous content and grammar. Letters must by typed. double-spaced
and Include your signature and telephone number for verification. Maximum length for
letters Is250 words. Letters submitted without phone numbers and signatures will not be
printed. All letters submitted become the property of The University News.
ply lies. On the topic of sex, PeImustalsosaysomeUtingabout
tcrsen commented that parents who the so-called poem "Another Dco,"
tell their children to"say no" arc as 'which appeared in the Galeria sec"
realistic as people who treat the air. tion. The, University, News was
pollution pro.~19m ~y'saying"~ol.(i .apparcntly dCSperate to print such
your breath, inferring that It IS blasphemous garbage of no literary
Editor:
impossible for single males and value, and whose only objective
I would like to clear up a situ- females to abstain from sex. I dis- was to slam Christianity.
ation which occurred on Monday, agree. Millions abstain, everyday,
I appeal to the editors of our
Feb. 19, 1990. During the Joint and there arc far more important university newspaper to be more
State Affairs Commiueebcaring
things in life than sex. According to careful in considering all future maheld in the BSU Ballroom, I was a poll conducted in the November, terial.Iest we wake up one morning
one of the many who stood up to 1989 issue of Psychology Today, ·to find our papcrretitlcd "The Unitcstify.
42% of the people polled said sex is .versity Enquirer"!
In introducing myself, I stated not "an ~sential s~~rce ~f pleasure
.
myoccupationasastudentatBoise
Eor ~e Ideal. m~n, but ms~d he
Shane Ball
State University and student body
c~lll~ates mumacy and friendEditor, Chi Alpha
vice president Idid not intend to .....sh_l;..pS_._.
...

Lon Burke
·,:"apologize.s

mislead anyone into believing I was
testifying on behalf of the student
body, .although since then it has
been brought.to my attention that
misunderstandings may have arisen.
I apologize if I did not clearly
differentiate between my role as a
student officer and my opinion as a
citizen of Idaho. I was speaking
solely on my behalf.
Please -ac~pt my apOlogies.
Lon Burke
ASBSU Vice-President

Toward ~'The
U,niversity
,Enqu.irer?"
Editor:
I would like to C,omment.on 'the
nrtlcle: "Playboy Article," .which
appeared in the Valentine issue of
the University fle.ws; highlighting
an evening with PlaybOy Sex advi·
,sor Jam~ Petersen. Thisarticle
was obscene and offensive to those
of us who are. morally conscious.
Aside from vulgarity, several of
Petersen's comments, as rcported
byRosemary Hardin,were generalized and misleading. In fact, on the
topics of AIDS and abortion, some
of Pe~rsen's main points were so
overly generalized they were sim-

lir tIi'e'Lrt:ras Ii tIi at
.nt-I
(if

The benefits of the salad
bars at the University of
Maine have gone from students' waistlines to its power
lines and even to the bouom
line.
.
A waste disposal system
at the school's main campus
in Orono has begun swallowing a ton of salad bar scraps a
week.
In a scaled tank, bacteria
breaks down the organic matter and creates a gas that is
burned to spin an electrical
generator.
It' cranks out
$8,000 worLh of electricity a
year.
The 4-year-old system
stiH oepemis largely on manure from the school's dairy
farm in anarrangementthat~s
not unusual. ,

I

.
tt to pnnt

tt:
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Using salad bar scraps is,
but George Criner, the assistant professor who runs the
school's waste researehprojeet, notes the idea can work at
many institutions. The campus, with an enrollment of
13,000 serves about 55,000
meals a week in six dining
halls.
Food waste makes up
about4 percent of American
household trash, and yard
waste makes up another II
percent.
Keeping organic
matter out hfthe trash not only
saves precious landftll space
and money, Criner said, but
also creates a fibrous compost
that helps build up soil as wen
as nourish it.
ec.".."., llllJO.

IJ!A TODArt.y,.M Col·

J,~/tt/o~.:IMN~,l

Ideal RecY~1blghas erected another Trashbusters RecycUng Station in the parking
lot of the M&W'on Fort Street. which
means Boise has one more convenient
place for you to recycle your glass. alumi~
rium and tm. Use itt'
"
.
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Hearings on
proposed fee
hike planned

-

-

-

or their money will be returned:
Previously, the Postal Service
had imposed a temporary restraining on all mail received at the
organization's Washington, D.C.,
address and, morerecently, imposed
BSU will hold hearings con- a similar order on mail sent to their
cerning proposed fcc hikes in cam- San Diego address.
The BSU's Financial Aid Ofpus apartmentrates, recreation fees,
general education and an ASBSU fice advises students that all checks
fee for part-time students. The hear- sent to this firm will be detained by
ings will be held Tues., March 13, the Postal Service until ajudgment
or settlement is reached, and that
in room 217 of the Simplot/Micron
the firm also is under investigation
Technology Center. .
Proposed rate increases would by the Federal Trade Commission.
raise apartment rates by 4.7 to 10.7
percent, and room and board rates
by 4 to 4.9 percent. Recreation fees
would increase $5.50 or $7.50, depending on which proposal, if either, is accepted.
Part-time students who now pay
no fcc for ASBSU would have $4
added to theirtuition. The proposal
concerning "general education" fee
The creator of Idaho's first
hikeswouldaffectseveralarcasand
computer game, "MacSpudd!", will
plan to net $575,777 in revenue.
demonstrate the program 9 a.m. to 1
Anyone wishing to testify may p.m. Mon., Feb. 26, at the Simplol/
sign up in advance at the Office of 'Micron Technology Center.
the Vice President for StudentAfRobert Carr will show off his
fairs, or at the hearings. Oral testi- creation, a game that takes place in
mony given should be accompa- Idaho in the future. Carr's game is
nied by a written copy for the hear- meant to be fun, but it also carries
ing officer. Written testimony must political messages.
be received before March 13.
As game players attempt to
delivcra truckload ofpotatocsacross
OS
the state they encounter space aliens at INEL who drop mutilated
cattle carcasses from the air and
project holograms of Slim Whitman
SC 0
commercials on clouds above small
towns.
Ir
The Ada County Highway
The U.S. Postal Service has District is "waging a campaign of
'imposed temporary restraining
terror and road repair upon the
orders on all mail sent to the Aca- populaceofIdaho" and it takes four
demic Council on Financial Assis- hours to drive across Boise. And
,tance on the grounds of false repre- stopping for gas in Hayden Lake
sentation.
may be.hazardous to your health if
The organization, which also you are not blue-eyed and blond.
goes by the National Scholastic
"MacSpudd!" runs on an Apple
Resources Administration,
has Macintosh 3.5-inch disk and reflooded student markets in recent quires a Mac Plus or better. The
months claiming that.for a$60fec,
game is being sold for $9.95, and
they will guarantee at least a $300 also will be included in the 1990 isseholarship for students who apply. sue of cold-drill magazine.
0

MacSpudd!-the computer
game for
Idaho

Pot a IS"ervlce
h o Id s mal "Ito
h larsh"lp
searc h f" m
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sons tor the decision to divide the
department·
BSU's request to have the
departments separated was approved by the State Board of Education at its January meeting in
Boise.
'J11enewrlepartmeritchairswill
o
be MartirrScheffer, sociology; Mark
Plew, anthropology and Bob Marsh,
criminal justice administration.
According to Sims, the split
Stacey K. Andersen, a senior at will not include immcdiatcprogram
BSU, is one 0[26 college students changes and the earliest request for
selected in a national competition additional faculty will not be made
to attend the Direct Marketing Col-. until 1992.
legiate Institute. The Institute is cosponsored by the Direct Marketing
Educational Foundation based in
New York and the Chicago Association of Direct Marketing Educa-,
tional Foundation. The competition will be held in Chicago, Ill.,
"The Drug Crisis: .Public
Feb. 11-16.
'
Chartered almost 25 years ago, Strategies for Breaking the Habit"
the Direct Marketing Educational will focus on various tactics that
Foundation is a non-profit founda- can be used to stem the nation's
tion established to further direct drug problem, when the BSU School
marketing education at the college of Social Sciences and Public Affairs and the Domestic Policy Assoand university level.
ciation host a National Issues Forum from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
March 1 in the Student Union Building Ballroom. The public is invited
to the annual forum. For more information, contact BSU professor
Dennis Donoghue at 385-3391.
The number of departments
within BSU's School of Social
Sciences and Public AlTairs will
increase from seven to nine in July
when the department of sociology,
anthropology and criminal justice
administration splits into three separate units.
According to BSU Social SciIncoopcration with First Interences and Public Affairs dean Robert
state Bank and Lotus Corporation,
Sims, the split is "something that
the Idaho Small Business Develophas been in the university'S longment Center (ISBOC) at BSU will
range plans for a long time."
be offering a program of financial
Even though anthropology and
management seminars for small
criminal justice administration are business owners and managers.
relatively small units within the
The seminars address small
university,
Sims said their business financial analysisand plan"enormous potential for growth and ning, using Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet
devel?pment" was among the rea- software as a teaching platform,

::..:-

instructors from Idaho State, North
Idaho College, College of Southern
Idaho and Lewis-Clark State College.
For more information, contact
Henry Artis, director of training at
ISBDC, at 385-1839.

·
BSU senior
wins
mar ke t Ing
petition
com

English majors
to present
winning
papers
BSU English majors Andrea
Scott, Michael Baldner and Andrea
Jackson will each present their
winning papers at the Sigma Tau
Delta (SID) international convention, March 8-10 in San Antonio,
Texas.
Scott is a graduate student and
currently an assistant editor for The
Rectangle, STO's literary journal.
Baldner, a junior, is vice president
of the local STO chapter and a tutor
for the English department's writing center. Jackson is a senior and
the current president of BSU's
chapter of STD.
-

Drugs to be
subject'
of forum

BSUschools
split into
separate units

Small
business
seminars to
start in March

0

versity

o

~1:uden1:s·

Applications for the second year
of the program are due in the
Medical Record Science Dept.
, on or before
'

March

;;

The game can be ordered by
mail or phone from the BSU Bookstore, 1910UniversityDrive, Boise,
ID83725; 385.1404.

l\JIE3oica.1

Scienc~

"; ~

Topics will include analysis of incomcstatcmcnts, balance sheds and
financial ratios for small companies.
. Twenty seminars will be offcredstatc-wldebetwcen March and
mid-May. Theco~tis$125foreach
seminar and the first one will be
March 7 from 7 p.m ..to 10 p.m, in
room 209 of the BSU Business
Building. The instructor will be
John Medlin, BSU professor of
accounting. <:>thertrainers include

BSUgraduate
wins 1989
TRIO award
Boise native Michael Ames,
who received his bachelor of business administration degree in computer information systems from
BSU in 1986, was the 1989 recipient of the National Council of
Educational
Opportunity
Association's 1989 TRIO AchieversAward. BSUCollegeofEducation Dean Richard Hart presented
the award to Ames Feb. 6.
,
The intent of the TRIO Achievers Award is LO acknowledge those
individuals who have participated
in one of four TRIO programs.
Ames, whois hearing impaired, won
his award as part of the BSU Student Support Scrvicesprogram, The
other TRIO programs at" BSU arc
EducationalTalentScarch, Upward
Bound and Educational Opportunity. Award recipients must complete one of the programs and show
,progress toward their goals.
Sharon Fritz, project director
forTRIOatBoiseState,nominated
Ames for the award. Commending
Ames on his successes in and out of
college, Fritz said "Mike's personal
struggle and accomplishments arc
an inspiration to us all."
0

9, 1990

385-1130
hE3a.I1:hSCiE3tnCE3builcling

1~~·1~1
ACAD~MICYIAR'
Must have a minimum GPA of 2.25
Applicants must submit a written
management plan and budget
proposal to Dr. Dan Morris
Communication BI~g.;room 224

Deadline for application is
Wednesday, Feb. 28 at 3 p.m.

Work StudyPo·sit~on
Available
Senate Secretary
.. Clerical work
•

Peceptionist

•

Minimum 15 hours per week'

For more information

call Lynda at

385-1440
Apply at the AS8SU offices Tn the
SUB IJ bun dt ng

I---·~~·~"···~~.~------~-"""""""'-------------------w _..... ..1.
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pros-pect (pros'pekt') n. 1. Something expected or foreseen;
possibility. 2. prospects Chances for success. --1'. To explore
or search about.

It's roundup
time at the
Boise Art
Museum

Roger and Me runs overGM
Film examines the plight
of troubled Flint, Mich.
by lee Arnold

by lee Arnold
The University News

I~-

The University News
When the 17th century English
political philosopher Thomas Hobbes
wrote that life in a state of nature was
"mean, short, nasty, and brutish," he
could not have foreseen Flint, Michigan. That's right- Auto City, U.S.A.
Once the home of the largest General
Motors factory on earth (untilGM
decided they could close shop and move
south to Mexico where they can get
away with paying workers considerably
less than $16 an hour), Flint is not only
on the ropes --: it's down for the count
. after a blow from which not even Mike
Tyson could return.
And former Mother Jones executive editor and Flint native Michael
Moorehas given us the perfect addendum to Hobbes' pronouncement. Roger
and Me is Moore's documentary on the
impact ofGM chairman Roger Smith's
decision in 1986 to shut down the Flint
plant, which threw up to 30,000 people
out of work. But even more than this,
the film is a chronicle of a city built on
the values of the American Dream and how it has turned into a horrifying
nightmare.
On the surface, Roger and Me is
goofy, funny, and at times plain corny.
We see Moore and his crew repeatedly
trying to enter the GM world headquarters in Detroit and win an audience with
Smith. And repeatedly we see the
keepers of the castle, in the form of
security and public relations personnel,
deftly maneuver Moore and company
away - even after his endless phone
calls and letters over a year's time

Thisauto promotion slgn In Flint. Mlch, appears In Michael Moore's Roger
and Mecurrentiy showing In Boise at the Excellence Theatres,
."

requesting an appointment.
You laugh when Moore, in jeans
and baseball cap, encounters the clerks
at the ritzy Detroit Athletic Club on the
trail of Smith. You laugh when, to
contrast Flint's elite with the majority
of its citizens, Moore talks to women at
a country club who complain about why
"those people" (the unemployed) don't
get jobs. But boiling under the surface
is a savage reminder of what the
bursting of the free enterprise bubble
has done to the people of Flint, and how'
the prophets of corporate America-cut
and ran on them when the going got
tough.
The laughing is gradually accompanied by the unsettling feeling that we
shouldn't be, when Moore follows a
man around whose job it is to evict
people from their homes for non- .
payment ofrent. We rage against the

..

..... ~~'.
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Major Handy
and the Wolf
Couchons bring
their Zydeco
dance sounds .
to the Mardi
Gras Ballroom
Marc;h2,

.~.

Celebrate Mardi Gras cajun style
And dancing won't be the only
thing on the evening's Mardi Gras -".
menu. Major Handy himself will be
cooking up a fmc cajun feast for Boise
.fans of that hot spicy, southern cuisine. .
Joseph "Major" Handy hails from
(where else) Louisana. Bom and raised
in a tiny village in the heart of cajun
country, Handy was brought up with
two of the region's most cherished
staples - f~ (his ~ather worked on a
f~m) and ~USIC, ~hlch he learned from
his accordion ~laYJng fa~er.and from

From the streets of New Orleans to
the bars of Moscow, Idaho, Mardi Gras
revelers have been partying down for
days. Well, Lent may start onWednesday, but Boiseans will still becelebrating Mardi Gras into the weekend when
Madd Maxx Productions brings the
Zydeco dance music of Major Handy
and the WolfCouchons to the Mardi

G~~~!~~\.?J'~~fl~ti,\,\~~~~
.
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One of the first things I noticed as I
entered Ruckus Rodeo. the Red Grooms
installation at the Boise Art Museuin, is
the array of brightly-colored coats,
jackets, and sweaters tossed about with
a kind of controlled abandon. They
seem to be in a haphazard arrangement
until I noticed patterns in the way they
are juxtaposed - and what is more, I
thought they were part of the exhibit.
It was only when I saw the army of
kids from one of the elementary schools
stampeding around on their field trip
that I made the connection that the coats
and such were not part of the show. But
strangely enough, they were a metaphor
for the cowboys, clowns, animals, and
other denizens of Ruckus Rodeo-the
recklessness of the spectacle harnessed
in all its energy, color excitement, and
delightful goofiness.
.
The installation is divided into two
parts, for which we can be thankful, as
there is so much for the eye to assimilate. In the first room we see Butter, the
huge bull, bucking a cowboy high into
the air, with a clown behind the bull and
two wranglers in front carrying one of
Butter's previous victims in a stretcher.
Surrounding the spectacle are canvases
with crowd scenes painted on them, and
canopies decked with banners and flags.
In an explosion ofcolor and
movement Grooms and his Ruckus
Construction Co. capture the flavor of
the rodeo in both its surface festivity
and its subsurface tensions between
man and beast, and men with each
other. The way· the happening of the
rodeo is carried out and ritualized with
the way the various events during the
rodeo, like the steer-roping and so forth, .
build up to the finale of the bronco- .
riding, gives it a kind of fun artificiality.
This is really conveyed hi the range
of colors used by Grooms and Co.
- Carnival-type combinations of hues are
most favored - blues with pinks, reds
.with blacks, and sci forth. These
contrasts, especially the brights and
darks, add to the underlying tensions
'not so much for balance as for the
visual expression of \he tensions.
. .The. colors give a slightly darker (in
the metaphoric sense) ambiance in the
second room, where ihe figures, both
man and animal, have the animated
qualities from thefirst room but with
less of a fun feel-there's
humor all
right. but a little on theblack side. The
center piece here is a cowboy wrestling
with a big blue bull that reminds you of
somethingout of a Thomas Hart.Benton
painting from the '30s.·And here also is
the subtext becoming the surface'
reality, for even with the cartoon-like
look on the cowboy's face, the manversus-animal dichotOmy comes to the
fore. So the rodeo
event becomes the
rodeo as metaphor for manhood. .
_Ruckus Rodeo is at tile Boise Art
Museum until Mareh 11. Admission is
$1 for students with activity card, but if .
you go on Thursday, it's free. Even if
.you pay the buck, it is more than worth

.

'.

mindless showcasings and empty
promises of the business clique's efforts
toward an economic renaissance. And
throughout the three-ring circus Moore,
with his aw-shucks demeanor, never
goes for the jugular, never gets angry,
and rarely. complains. Yet his contempt
for Smith and GM, and the compassion
he feels for the people of Flint, is never
far off.
Roger and "Meis probably the best
doeumentary this year, but you'd never
know it by the Motion Picture Academy
of Arts and Sciences - they have
completely snubbed it in the best
documentary category for the Academy
Awards. It is easy to see why. This is
the flip side to Reaganomics, the soft
white underbelly of the supply-side
leviathan. It is a slice of America most
Americans cannot deal with.
By the time he was 14, he'd already
made his first guitar, a remarkable
contraption which the young Handy
fashioned from a guitar box and some
discarded screen wire.
In 1980, he formed his now famous
band.Major Handy and the Wolf
Colichons. Now 10 years later, after
several albums, several concert tours,
including a series of major European
gigs last year, and much critical .
acclaim, Major Handy brings his style
of swampy French "Zydeco cha-cha"
music to Boise.
So, get plenty of rest before you go.
You'll need lots of pep to keep up with
the energetic beats of this band. From
everything I've heard, what a critic for
The Baton Rouge State Times and
MorningAdvocate said a few years
back about the band still stands true. "A
thoughtful, articulate man off-stage, '
Handy is a whirlwind on it - shifting
gears with breathtaking speed, he can .
reel off uncanny swatches of rock,
blues, country and soul tangled up in
delicious counterpoints of pure
Zydeco."
So don your dancing shoes and
.party clothes, y' aII,and trot on down"
town for Mardi Gras at the Mardi Gras
Saturday night. Tickets are $20 per'
.
couple or $12.50 single for dinner and,'
dancing, $8 for just the ~ce.' from all
.Select-a-Seat outlets. Dinner IS f!om'
·6:30p.m~ to 8:30p.m. The dancWg
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Symphonic
Winds Concert featuring t
50-member BSU student group under t
direction of Marcellus Brown, 7:30 p.m., Spec
Events Center. Tickets
are $4 gene
admission, $2 seniors and free for faculty, sl
and all students.

Last
Day to- petition for upper division
admission for summer and fall 1990 in the
college of business.

Free demonstration
of computer
disc
adventure
game MacSpUdd. 9 a.m. to 1
p.m., Simplot Micron Technology Center. Game
was made for Idaho Centennial by a former BSU
student.
Christian
mime Doug Berky performs
Foolosophies: An Evening of Mime with Doug
Berky, sponsored by Baptist Campus Ministries,
7:30 p.m., Hemingway Western Studies Center,
free admission but donations will be accepted.
SPB ,film, Boyfriends and Girlfriends, 8 p.m.,
Special Events Center. Admission is free to BSU
students, $1 BSU faculty, staff, alumni and high
school students, and $2.50 general. Boyfriends
and Girlfriends is, a French comedy about the
interplay of choice and chance in setting the
wayward course of romantic love.
.

(Sund~y)

Recommended
day to file CSS financial
aid form and supporting documents for best
chance of receiving 1990-91 grants, work-study,
loans (other than guaranteed Student Loans)
and waivers of non-resident tuition. Students
applying after this date may not have financial aid
in time to assist with fall semester fees. Call the
Financial Aid office at 385-1664 for more
information.
'

SPB Idaho Films Night, Don't Cry Wolf a
Powder Heads, 7 p.rn., Hemingway Weste
Studies Center, free.

~;~!I

National
Issues Forum, The Drug Crisis:
Public Strategies for Breaking the,Habit, 10:30
a.m.-12:30 p.m., Student Union Big Four Room.
Call 385-3391 for more information.

~

~~~~
,
(mon~ay)

Women's
basketball,
BSU vs. Eastern
Washington,5:30 p.m, Pavilion.

SPB film, The Last Temptation of (
p.m., Special Events Center. Admission
to BSU students, $1 BSU faculty, staff,
and high school students, and $2.50 gen

Men's basketball, BSU vs. Northern Arizona
7:45 p.m., Pavilion.
'

(friday)
(tuesday)
Boise Master Chorale's
annual
spring
concert with guests artists; the Kiwanis
Boys Choir, 7:30 p.m., St. John's Cathedral.
Tickets are $7 general admission and $5 for
seniors and students from all Select-a-Seat
outlets.
Prong,
Volvod
and sounouarcen
In
ct?ncert, doors open at 8:30 p.m., show starts
at 9 p.m., The Zoo located at 1246 Front St.
!ickets are available from all Record Exchange's
In advance for $8 or at the door for $10: This is
an all-ages show, with alcohol being served to
those with the proper 1.0.

mi~

(wednesday)

Museum
After
Hours at the Boise Art
Museum, 5:30-7:30 p.m. featuring the ~hicken
Cordon' Blues. Admissiqn is $2 general or free
for BAM members. Call 345-8330 for more
lntorrnatlon,

YWCA
MeetingMarch6 at 12noonin the Green
Room of theSpecialEventsCenter.

Arnerlccn Festivol Ballet

CKI(CircleK International)
,
MeetingTuesdaysat 6 p.m.in the Red
-Boom of the SpecialEventsCenter.

UniversityChristianFellowship
MeetingeveryWednesdayat 7:30p.m.Some
placeinthe StudentUnion.

campus Crusadefor Christ
Meetingsare Fridaynightsat 7 p.m.in room
102of the BusinessBuilding.
'

FronUines
AttentionChristianGroups!,Joinusfora great
time,funand fellowship.March2 at 7 p.m.in
the Big Fourroomof the StudentUnion.

AmnestyInternational
MeetingsaresecondandfourthTuesdayof
everymonthat7 p.m.inthe StudentUnion
Cafe.

i\SBSU rocognlzed ;kJbs ~nd OlgaflIz~tions may pubflSh the dale. time and plaee ot their scheduled meeting lor lhe upcoming
week In this space. Come to The Unlversly News office between 12 noon" pm MOIl-Frl. and f~ OIIt. meetings loon.'
.

Mardi Gras at the Mardi Gras, a dinner and
dance featuring the music and cCJo.king of
• Zydeco musician Major Handy and the Wolf
Couchons, dinner from 9:30 to 8:30 p.m., dance
starts at 9 p.rn., The Mardi Gras Ballroom. Tickets
are $20 per couple, $12.50 single for both
dinner and dance, $8 for the' dance only from all
Select-a-Seat outlets.
BSU Faculty Artists Series, violin recital by
musl.c professor Cr~igPurdy,
7:30 p.m.,
Mornson Center Recltal Hall. Tickets are $4
general admission, $2 senior citizens, and free '
for BSU faculty, staff and ALL students at the
. door.
SPB film,. The Last Temptation of Christ, 8
p.m., spectat Events Center. Admission is free
to BS~ students, $1 BSU faculty, staff, alumni
and high school students, 'and $~.50 general.
Revi~wers have' called The Last Temptation of
C~r!st one of the finest, most accessible
rehglousfilms ever made.
'

Showboat, 8
presented by
departments.
$2 discount f
Select-a-Seal
faculty and stc
office; free tic
after Mareh1 ;

Big Sky ba~
Thursday. and
AII-tournamer
$19.50 BSU s
and younger a
Individual set
March 7 for $
Select-a-Seat

A '- c,entennlal,' Gala, presented by the
Amencan Festival Ballet, 8 p.m.. Morrison
Center. Tickets are $25, $20, $16 and $8 from all
Select-a-Seat outlets. $2 student discounts
available ..

~~~J

(soturdoy)

SPB film, ,:eter Pan, ~ p.rn., Special Events
Center. ,ThiS free film Is sponsored by the
_Stude~t Progr~ms Board Family Activities
Committee an~ IS ope~ BSU students, taculty,
staff and their families. Children must be
accompanied by an adult.
Women's
basketball,
Reno, 7:30 p.m, Pavilion.

BSU vs. Nevada-

Ann
Libe
galle
Frid,

Ceo
'Marc

Spa!

Pro~
28,
phot
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The Last Temptation of Christ
.shows in SPEC on March 2 & 5
Willem Dafoe stars in The Last
Temptation 01_eMst, the Student
Programs Board's featured film for
March 2 and 5. The show begins at
-8 p.m. In ,the Special Events Center.

Forget the controversy, forget the excess hype
and forget about every Biblical movie you've ever
seen. Martin Scorsese's passion-filled labor of love,
The Last Temptation of Christ, which look over ten
years to make, is one of the best films made in the
United States since Raging Bull. Willem Dafoe's
Jesus is a brilliant realization of God in man and
Barbara Hershey's Mary Magdalene is beautiful and
tragic. But Harvey Keitel steals the show with his
riveting performance as Judas Iscariot, Never before
has a film captured the pain and suffering or the
power of faith as The Last Temptation of Christ.
Peter Gabriel provided the moving, yet eerie, middleeastern based musical score. And David Bowie does a
brilliant Pontius Pilot.
The Student Programs Board will show The Last
Temptationof Christ on March 2 and 5 at 8 p.m. in
the' Special Events Center. Admission is free for
. students. Don't forget to see this one. For all its
controversy, I found it the most faith-affirming film
I've ever seen.
-Cliff Hall, University News film reviewer,

J the
r the
peclal
meral
, staff
If and
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Violin protessor Craig Purdy
to present concert on March 2

I~I~I~
U

(tuesday)

All
Good
Women:
Wrftfng
Across
Generations with author Valerie Miner, 12:20
p.rn., YWCA, 920 W. Washington SI., free.
)f

Christ,8

iion is free

aft, alumni
general.

BSU Writers and Artists Series, reading by
'mystery writer- and feminist lecturer Valerie Miner,
7:30 p.rn., Hemingway. Western Studies Center,
free.

1/~lr_
~I'~~

(march 8-1~)

t, 8 p.m., Morrison Center. A music~1
by 'the BSU theatre arts and music
ItS. TIckets are $12, $10, and $8, with
1t for children and seniors, from all
eat outlets.
Free tickets for BSU
staff available at Morrison Center Cox
~tickets for BSU students available
11 at Morrison Center box office.
basketball
tournament,
6:30 p.m.
md Friday, 8 p.m. Saturday, Pavilion.
nent package tickets: $37.50 adults,
U students and high school students
sr available at the BSU Varsity Center.
session tickets on sale at 10 a.m.
,r $12.50 adults, $6.50 students from
sat outlets.

(culture)
\nnual BSU Faculty Show, BSU Gallery01Art in the
-iberal Arts Building. Show runs through March 2 and
lallery hours are 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday Ihrough
:riday,noon105 p.m. SaturdaythroughSunday.
~entennlal Traveling Art Exhibit Paint Idaho, through
~arch 3, BSU Studenl Union Union SlreetCale and
ipecialEventsCenterlobby.
'rogresslons of senior art major Jim RUpp,through'Feb.
!8,Student Union Boisean Lounge. Exhibit includes
Iholography,drawingsand paintings.

Valerie Miner

BSU violin professor Craig Purdy will present an
evening of violin music at 7:30 p.m. March 2 in the
Morrison Center Recital Hall.
Purdy will perform works. by Corelli, Brahms,
Bratt and Bottcsini, He will be accompanied by
bassist Jack Koncel of the Boise Philharmonic, BSU'
piano professor Del Parkinson and pianist Peggy Jo
Purdy.
The violinist received his bachelor's degree from
the Eastman School of Music and his master's degree
from the New England Conservatory.
He has
performed in masterclasses
for such artists and
ensembles as Joseph Silverstein.Joseph Gingold and
the Tokyo, Guarneri, Fine Arts and Cleveland
quartets.
Purdy has performed at many international music
festivals,including
the Heidelberg Opera Festival in
Heidelberg, West Germany, and the Evian Festival in
Evian, France. He is a member of the Boise
Philharmonic.
The concert is part of the BSU Faculty Artists
Series. Tickets are available at the door and sold on a
first-come, first-served basis. Cost is $4 general
admission, $2 senior citizens and free to ALL
students.

Craig Purdy

BSU Sr.mphonic Winds to blow
some 'light" in SPEC March 4
The Special Events Center will overflow with
the "light" of the BSU'Symphonic
Winds at 7:30
p.m. March 4.
,
The. 50-member band, directedby
BSU music
professor Marcellus Brown; will perfortn William
Schmidt's "The Range of Light," which features BSU
percussion professor John Baldwin as soloist.I'Ihc
group will also play "Symphony for Band" by
Vittorio Gianini; "American Voices" by Gary ·C.
White; "Passacaglia and fugue in C Minor" by J.S.'
Bach; and "Dancing Day," the first movement of
Downing's "Symphony for Winds and Percussion."
Tickets are $4 general admission, $2 senior
citizens and free to ALL students: For more
information, call the BSU music department at 3851771.

Disney classic Peter Pan f,lys
onto the SPEC screen March 3·
Parents and children can share in the delightful
, animation of Walt Disney's classic film Peter Pan
from 2-3:30 p.m, Saturday, March 3 in the Special
Events Center.
The free film is sponsored by the BSU Student
Programs Board Family Activities Committee and -is
open to BSU faculty, staff, students and their
families.
,
Children must be accompanied by an adillt
For more information, call the Student Programs
Board at 385·3655.
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Boise State studentsteUtheir travel tales

BSUstudents abroad: Karen SCheffer. left. InVenlce. Italy. Bryan Taylor. middle. bikes In
Australia. Kevin Bittner. rlght. wrltes In his travel [ournol at the home of some German friends,

By Holly M. Anderson, ~

The University News'''lllL

,

.1

The pubs of Ireland. Romantic
Paris. England's castles. Australia's
Great Barrier Reef. British
".Columbia's
quaint Victoria.
_Norway's fjords. Egypt'spyramids.
South America's jungles.
We all dream of visiting faraway places. And for many, a dream
is the most they ever believe it can
be, dismissing the urge to give into
the travel bug.
But some students here at BSU
have let that catchy adventure bug
bite, and they want pass on the tales
of their travel afflictions. (Hoping,
of course, you'll find this travel
business kind of contagious.)
"I know it is a cliche, but you
have got to do it when you are
young," Brian Taylor said.
Taylor, ajunior English major,
ought to know. Over the last few
years, Taylor has traipsed off
through Europe, Asia, the Middle
East and Australia. He hopes to
journey to South America soon.

"It is not as expensive as people
Taylor made so many friends
think," Taylor said. "I spent $4,500 on his first set of travels, when he
for eight months of travel. I worked ventured to Australia a year later for
hard to earn it, but I don't want to a six month sojourn, he stayed with
look back on my life and discover many of the Aussies he met on
only missed opportunities and bad previous journeys abroad.
experiences."
Junior art major Lisa Olson has
Taylor said he was surprised also traveled Down Under. "Dehe was able to travel solong, and So spite the fact there were huge credit
far, on such a relatively small sum card bills awaiting me when I got
of money. While traveling, he took home, I don't regret taking that trip
advantage of student discounts and at all."
other benefits offered to adults under
"I visited loads of art museums
the age of 26, stayed in youth hos- and galleries in Sydney. I shopped
telsandshoppedforfoodingrocery
in some of the world's greatest
stores instead of eating out.
stores. I hung out at some great
Taylor said anyone really seri-, music clubs. I saw live penguins. I
ous about seeing the world on a snorkeled in the waters off the Great
budget "shouldn't expect to have Barrier Reef. In fact, I guess my
everything like itis here at home." only real regret is that I didn't take
But that is part of the adven- . scuba diving before I left."
ture.While visiting a Nepalese vilKevinBittner,ajuniorpsychollage, he found a room for about \0 ogy major, also found the price of
cents anight Of course, itrneanthe his airfare to be more reasonable
got to sleep on a straw bed.
than he expected. His round trip
"I learned a lot from talking to plane ticket from Seattle to Amsterother travelers - where to find the dam cost him about $600. Once he
cheapest place to stay or eat in this reached Europe, he traveled from
town or that. And I made a lot of country to country by bike and train.
friends that way, too," Taylor said. He said he found his other costs to

See a Macintosh
Demonstration

00 minimal as well.
"If you can live on bread and
cheese, like I did, you can do Europe for about $14 a day."
He called his summer spent
scrounging the Irish pubs, rockclimbing in Germany, and meeting
students from all over the world,
"the biggest learning experience I've
ever had in my life. Lleamed more
about everything."
Bittner liked it so much, he is
returning to Europe this summer for
a go at the Eastern Bloc nations.
Senior Karen Scheffer, a P0litical science major, also traveled
Europe last summer. She advises
travelers to study up on the political
backgrounds, languages and customs of the countries on their touring agenda in order to fully appreciate foreign cultures.
The globetrotting Taylor advises independent travelers to take
their first trips abroad to Western
Europe nations. ''The great thing
about Europe is it can break you
into traveling elsewhere. Once you
find out how easy it really is, you'll
only want to go again."

336·9177
. 401 S.8thStreet

Eighth Street Marketplace

Come see a demonstration of Macintosh srste!Us th~t are available for student, staff, and faculty
purchase. The Apple Student Representative IS available for demonstrations and discussions in
Room 417 of the Education Building on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 10:00 am to 2:00 pm.
Demonstrations have also been set up for the following locations:
Business Building Lobby
SUB Cafeteria
'

February 20, 21
February 27,28

£0:00 am to 1:'00pm ,
10:00 am to I:QOpm

CLASS NOTICE: "What to do with your Mac" March 2, 1:30 pm to 3:30 pm with question and
answer period following.
, .
'
,

For more information call 385·1398
or stop by the Data Center
Business Bldg, Room 116
Students that are degree seeking, taking at least 6 credits
are eligible for purchases from Apple

• Executive Director
• Business Manager .
• House RIm Manager

.

COMMIIJEES----.--- -

-- -~

---

- ---

• Lectures
• Films
• Film Arts
• Comedy
·'Concerts
• Family Activities
• Special Events
for Director Position-March 2
for all other posltlons-March 9
at ASBSUOffice

or ca1l385-1440

--
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Seattle's Soundgarden to rage at The Zoo
By Jeff Faulkner
The University News
When I hear the label "heavy
metal" lazily stamped onto Seattle
bands like Nirvana, Tad,
Mudhoney and Soundgarden, I
want to hit someone over the head
with their REM record.
Heavy metal means Guns n'
Roses; Skid Rowand Led .
Zepplin. It's sexist, macho and
profoundly dull. The Seattle Sub
Pop sound that has been bouncing
off walls in Seattle's downtown
bars for the past five years is
anything but dull or stupid. But
while it isn't David Lee Roth
sexism, or Great White's stupidity, it isn't Morrissey either.
Seattle's subculture is
perhaps best defined by their music. And Soundgarden would be
the best example, It's violent and

uncomfortable and breaks new
ground while walking over old.
When I first wandered into
one of those sweaty drunken
haunts a few years ago I got "The
Cure" scared right out of me.
Although the Seattle scene puts
on airs just like any other, it is
nonetheless distinct.
Soundgarden was my first
introduction. Chris Cornell's
voice and incredible stage
presence made me remove the
wordsHusker Du from my
definition of high-intensity music.
Their first album on·A&M is
one of the few truly progressive
ventures to make it onto a major
label over the lastfour post-REM
malaise years. Louder Than Love
opens up on some new sounds and
moods never before heard. The
Black Sabbath bite of Kim
Thayil's guitar is the only thing
that would warrant comparisons
to heavy metal. But at further

listen their ability to push the
envelope of intensity while
creating new lines is apparent
.From the opener "Ugly
Truth" to the closing "Big Dumb
Sex," this four pieceband manages to offend and. entice the listener at the same time. Cornell's
vocals are intense but not screeching. There's no Axl Rose whine
here. If you can't buy the stylistic
distinction from typical heavy
metal then the fact that
Soundgarden are better musicians
than most might convince you.
So far, thanks to our friends
at Adventure World, Boise has
witnessed pieces of the Sub Pop
collection with Tad, Nirvana and
Skinyard, Although Soundgarden are now signed to A&M,
their show should complete the
picture. Catch them Feb. 27 at
The Zoo. Doors open at 8:30, and
the show starts at 9 p.m, Tickets
arc $8 in advance, $10 at the door.

The Grammy-nomlnated Soundgarden will appear In Boise
on The Zoo stage Feb. 27.1lckets are available In advance for
58 from all Record Exchanges or for 510 at the door.

The sel-f mefalsoundlngVolvod,above,and
the thrashy Prong will
open the show for Soundgarden, The show Isan all-ages event,
FEATURING THE ZYDECO DANCE MUSIC OF

MAlfOlBANDY~

Metal's Prong and Voivod
set to thrash at The Zoo
by Philip Von Borgen ~
The University News ~

you like music on the cutting

The thrash-deprived cityOf
Boise will have two of the top

miss 'em.
Many metal a~lS ~ave c?me

DmWOLlFeatrCHOlNS
MARCH 2, 1990
DINING - 6:30 TO 8:30 P.M.
DANCING STARTS AT 9:00 P.M.

edge, these are your guys. Don't

COUPLES:

$20

SiNGL. ES: $12.50

DANCE ONLY

$8.00

~~M~~~~cooc~oo
~m~wY~a~~~~
Feb.
27 at The Zoo. Voivod and
Anthrax, Manowar an~ CirCUSof ~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~M~.~~~~~~~~~~~~
:.:
Prong will grace our town with
Power. Prong also~31ls from
their brand of crunching rhythm,
~ev:' York, but that .ISwhere the
screaming guitars and powerful
similarity ends. This hardcorel
vocals. Although the bands have
cC?ssov~r act's tape, Beg to
been thrown into the general
Differ, npped my.cars off and
metal genre, they both have .
cla~ed at nerves m my head.,
distinctive musical styles and
Their energy and lo~dness WIll .
sounds. So; what arc they? Well, leave the aforemenuon~ bands m
read on.
the dust. They arc a mixture of
Let's start with Voivod.
punk, hardcore, thrash an~ old,
What is a Voivod you ask? It's an metal. ~ey may look wierd (I II
aggressive creature living in a
even admit !hat) but.at least they
post-nuclear world ~ sci-fi meets don't.look like every other metal
..,
.
metal, This band of musical
band m the.busmess.
.
wizards hails from Canada and
.
Prong ISTommy VIctor,
has taken the alternative metal
guitar and vocals; ex-Damage
world by storm, Unlike many of
member Mike Kirkland, bass; and
their fellow rockers, their music
ex-Swans mem~ Ted Parsons,
and lyrics hold more than the .
drums. Beg to Differ w~
usual adolescent themes. Each of produced by Mark Dodson
.
their albums have taken Voivod
(Suicidal Tendencies, A.n~,
NCole
through a different experience.
. ~etal Chm.eh) and he gives It
C
Their new LP,Nothing Face.,
. U~ht but s~ll raw sound, S<!me:
'<:
!!t
.5 2316 N. Cole 0'
Off Membership for BSU
slightly deviates, but still contains .thing that IS welcome cons!denng
a general theme.
.·the
usual tech freaks who like to
Students wI Activity Card
Their music is'a lot more
dull the. razor-sharp ed~es of a
advanced and inventive than most band WI~ o.verprod~ction. Ted
metal bands, which may explain
Parsons skin pounding sends
why they arc relatively unknown
sh~kwave:s ~ugh your head
beyond the hardcore metal
while the six-stnng attack of .
audience. They pride themselves
T~mmy and M~ assaults your
on staying off the beaten path and mind and welds into any shape
I
Men: Join for 1. month and
arc always experimenting where
they want ,
. .
t
.receive the second month free
others fear to tread. Voivod is the . It doesn t get any better ~
future of metilI; they areway
this •. Catch them at The Zoo WIth
ahead ofthcir time,· With more
Soundgarden .on the 2~th and be
Women : Join For 1 Month and receive a
exposure, they are sure to become ready.for a mmd~blowmg
FREE 2 week membership to the BODY
one of the most recognized and
expenence. The show starts at 9
rcS~ted bands in the future. If . p.m.

?
I

Introduci ng:

.c?>ELECTIVE c?>INGLEc?>,INC.

....

"Boise's Full Services Singles Club"
.2316 N. Cole Rd. Suite D
376-8535
.~ c:::J
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You know every now and then something happens
that's got to be more than a coincidence. Last week I was
traveling through Boise on business (I'm an investigator of
religious phenomena) arid caught the story by Stella
Rondo about Jesus. "Judas Priest" I thought. "This town
is ripe for the greatest
.
story ever told~the
biggest
. religious
.~.' . "
mystery I've ever
witnessed in my 12 /:.¥?-?' .i'l
..~1, "\ years as an investigator."
r~"'··".ilt':,
'
.
..
rejected countless
I've verified or
.~;,s',\
ies-your basic
religious
myst er~
"~~:'
las, the stansaviour~faced tortfl~
ues, the
dard weeping stat..) .;.!'
on truck
'.(yawn) holy reflections
. .;,
tanks and
.bumpers, oil. storage
years I've
refrigerators. Over the
cynic.
become a secular
.:
I'm
Yeah, .yeah., yeah, . ~.'
they tell
thinking while
.:;.' "
of won:
me their story
"'~
\ ~~
swear I
derment.
I
," ..,'{
point If
was to the
. ;;-:;;
more
I heard one
story I
stigmata
start
was gonna
and
screaming
never stop.
call
Then I got the
all
that changed
l~.

.

'!'.

~.~.
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,n~;..

that, ..

. ' Our Lady

CASUAL CONTACT: A FILM EPIC
.'

by Hack Caughman
.
PART TWO: A Life in the Night
My best friend Newt was in town this last weekend and
. we thought it prudent to check out the local sights and
sounds of this happenin' burg. Newt is a large hairy creature who drinks 151 as if it were party punch.
We began our evening at the "Green Crustacean," a
mainstream seafood diner where we got crabs, and ate
muscles and lobster legs. Newt, being from Burley, ate the
lobster legs unshelled and had to be heimlicked by our .
. waitress Agatha, a horrid, four-eyed monstress wearing a tshirt that read, "I'm not pregnant, just retaining water".
Agatha and Newt are planning a spring wedding.
.Next we went downtown to a hot-spot called the "Fred
Lion." The entertainment was a post~neo-quasi-hemi-demic
punk orchestra called "Freddy and the Foreskins." They
were all dressed up in matching turtle-neck sweaters and
performed several of their biggest hits including:
"Jailbate.Try it With Ice, and Get a Haircut." They also
included some very personal renditions. of "Rosie, Cuts
Like a Knife, and Don't Bring me Down." As a group I
would give them a 7 although the band members might rate
more or less individually.
..'
We also hit a comedy cluhcalled'i'Snlckers"at1d were
immediately put to sleep by a trying young comedian who
entertained the crowd with farting and jokes about Jewish'
girls. Newt and I left just as he got to the part about the nail
file. His obituary was a short one indeed.
To top off our evening, we chose to drop by' "Elbow
Macaroni," a trendy college type bar where trendy college
types go to find girls that aren't home studying or swooning
over Fred and the 'skins. The music was really loud and our
cocktail waitress never actually made it to the table as there
was a mirror on the way from the bar. She was compelled
to continually adjust various leather apparatus underneath
her clothing. She was also waylaid by some steroidal types
in black lycra and purple sweaters. It's probably just as
well, Newt couldn't read the beer list as it was mostly in
writing.
Quite a night for a couple of out-of -town dudes. But
now I'm back to the lecture hall attempting to decipher the
hieroglphics in Biology as taught by Dr. Whymee, Newt is
.back in Burley at his career of fitting Extended Wear
contacts for potatoe eyes and consuming 151 through a
large funnel.
.

of

1> e rpe t u a I

Miracle
Church is located In
Baton:
Rouge,
Louisiana.
Until 1969 this was the regulation l00-year-old Cnthollc
church replete with Ivygrowing over the faded statned
glass windows. It was that year that someone donated a
statue of the Virgin salvaged from a New Orleans church.
It had been burned to the ground after rumors started
circulating the parish of VonOooworship services. The
original Our Lady was moved from the nave to some outof-the-way, dimly-lit grotto. The new virgin.ascended to
her station like a real pro.
.~:.'
. .:",
Ten years later, much to the delight of the parishioners, spots of blood began appearing at the Virgin's feet
every four weeks. Close Inspection of her palms, feet and
side did not reveal the hoped for stigmata. However, "
monthly Vigilsof the faithful revealed that the facial
features on the HolyMother would take on a pained or
ptnched look the first two days the blood appeared each
month. And that fiveto seven days prior, the marble
Mother's usually beatific face seemed to glower at parishtoners, as If daring them to cross her. Some said her
"marble form actually assumed a more bloated look. The
congregation began to refer to these changes as PMS (premiracle slgns.)
Most people felt there was something familiar about
the blessed miracle but they couldn't quite put their finger ,
on it. Then there were those who simply felt the Madonna
was cursed.
As time passed the women of the church seemed to
\ .mherently understand the monthly miracle whlle the men
. just shook their heads, rolled their eyes, and gave each
other knowing looks of patience. Soon small .glfts'started
appeartng at Our Lady's feet~hocolate bars, Nuprin,
cellophane-wrapped OB's.
Then last month the priest was contacted by Johnson
and Johnson for a product endorsement. It would require
a change of the church name but since the endorsement
meant wads of money for the parish, no one complained.
And so it was that Our Ladyof Perpetual Miracle
;,became Our' Lady of Perpetual Menses-I- swear to Godthe Perpetual Menses. The Ultimate Stigmata. And that's
the whole story. Period.

.

e

NOTE; Newt and I would like to apologize tothe .
young Business-Major whose 325i we accidently mistook
for Newt's '65 Bug. OOOOPS.
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Amateur dance enthusiastsperforming an Inter~
pretcitlve serpent samba overcame their
modesty to pose for.the Galer~a camera,
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Renovation Photo of the ·Week

The action outside the windows of the Union Street Cafe has changed fromstrolllng students and
busy squirrels to the machinations of heavy Industry. Students can expect to remain familiar with
tb~ construction havoc until sometime next year.

Wordprocessing, Spreadsheets
Resumes • Letter Quality
Quick Service, Competitive Rates
375·8549

UNPLANNED
PREGNANCY?
Idaho Youth Ranch

ADOPTION
SERVICES
Free counseling
Choice ofAdoptive Parents

342· 6805
1416 W. Franklin Slreel, BoIse
All services conlldenllal

d s

Hearings -.~--~---~----

November elections. She contested
an Eastland poll released last weekcnd which said Idahoans overwhelmingly favored a referendum .
on abortion.
"The third option of allowing
people to choose for themselves was
not even mentioned:' said Trott.
Julie Katzenberger, Vicc-Prcsident of Idaho Right-to-Life, gave
her organization's support to HB625.
"Birth control prevents life
from coming into being," said
Katzenberger. "Abortion kills life,
and should not be used as birth
control."
Ketchum schoolteacher Charlene Ross protested the commi ucc' s
handling of the controversy.
"I'm disappointed the way
these hearings are held," said Ross.
"Blaine County is strongly prochoice. If you outlaw abortion,
women will die. Abortion will be
either legal or lethal. Women are
being treated as vessels for reproduction."
.Rogcrl.loyd, Hailey .countercd
that birth control abortions were
similar to the Holocaust.
"We must take a giant step and
stop this holocaust:'. said Lloyd.
"Who's going to take care of our

elderly if we keep killing our children off? HB-625 is a start to healing our nation:"
Genessee nurse Dorothy Anderson said the main issue was health
and safety for women.
"Abortions are performed
under safe and good conditions,"
said Anderson. "Do not take this
choice away. Governments should
not make choices for women. I
beseech you to leave the laws the
way they arc."
Nelli Bryant, a Caldwell grandmother of seven, testified in Iavorv
of HB-627, a bill prohibiting abortions in all cases .:
"None of my children expressed the desire to be aborted,"
said Bryant. "Doctors who perform
abortions are serial killers."
Cecilia Tcshlia, Castleford,
gave one of the hearing's most
emotional testimonies when she told
of being gang-raped and going
through the agony of deciding 011 an
abortion before it was legal.
"I had to retain a lawyer, and
get the signatures of three psychiatrists," recalled Teshlia. "Men make
the laws to protect men, and women
are left holding the bag. None of...
these billsconfront male rights to
leave women in the lurch."

".
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Continued from page 1

Announcing an offer
designed to save money
for people who are,
well, a bit long-winded
when it comes to,
you know talkingon
the phone,and who,
quitcunderstandably .
don't want to have,
to wait till after 11pm
to get a deal on
long distance prices.

Keri's Executive Services
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3,700 attend event

Club baseball
comes to
Boise State

BSU gymnasts win first
meet ever in Pavilion
by Corky Hansen
, ' 't,The University News

Had Boise State gymnastics
coach Sam Sandmire been given
the opportunity to write a script for
Saturday's match against the University of Washington, it's likely
that the difference between the script
and the actual meet would be very
IittIe.
"Everything went perfect today," said an ecstatic Sandmire, "I
couldn't have asked foranything
more."
As a team, the Broncos were
nothingshortofspectacular,asthey
beat the Huskies 188.5 to 188.3.
Their score of 188.5 is the highest.
. Of the 1990 season by over a full'
three points, and ranks second alltime behind last season's effort of
189.1.
The meet highlighted the rctum of Cherianne Calkins, who
missed the previous four meets after a fall from the uneven bars on
Feb. 9 left her with a sprained neck.
Calkins shattered the Boise
State record in the all-around, a

A>

mark she set last season, with 38.5
total points, consisting of a 9.6 score'
on the vault, a 9.7 on the uneven
bars, 9.5 on the balance beam, and a
9.7 floor exercise, which ties the
Boise State mark set by teammate
Anne Staker against Utah State on
Feb. 19.
Along with the record-breakBoise State sophomore Anne Staker scored a 9.65
ingperformanceofCherianneCalk~
against Washington last Saturday. The Broncos
ins, Boise State's balance seemed won the meet' 188.5')88.3:
the deciding factor, Sophomores
Debbie Justus and Liz Seeley, and
freshman Chrissy Koenneckereach
performedinallfoureventsforthe
Broncos.
"Seeley's all-around total of
37.15 and her score of 9.6 on the
vault are season highs. If not for a
fallon the balance beam, she would
.have been close to her career-high
score of 37.55 all-around.
Debbie Justus survived a fall
from the uneven bars, and scored a
career-high 37.1 all-around. Her
scores of 9.3 on the vault and 9.45
on the balance beam also constitute
career bests.
Chrissy Koenneckerhada truly
career day, as she established personal bests on the vault (9.4), un-

Men must win two more
to qualify for tournament
.

.

bY Corky Hansen
The University News

It's crunch time for the Boise
State men's basketball team.
If the Broncos want to participate in the Coors Light/Big Sky
Conference Tournament, they must
t:.- first beat Northern Arizona University, and then Weber State in their
final two games of the season. The
Broncos already hurt their chances
by losing to Montana State 69-62
and Montana 61-43.
Against MSU, the Broncos
connected on only four of nine att.
tempts and against Montana the
.,.. Broncos sank a dismal eight of 22
from the charity stripe. the Broncos
are last in the conference in frce
throw shooting percentage with 61
percent.
"We must prepare for Thursday's game against NAU as it will

Big Sky Standings
Idaho
Eastern Wash.
Montona
Nevada
Montana State
Boise State
Weber State
Northern Arizona
Idaho State
,

12-3

11-4
10-6
8-6
8-7
6-8
6-8

3-11
2-12

be a very tough game," coach Bobby
Dye said.
Seniors Brian King, Rich Blythe, David Lowery and Ricky Hill
.will be honored in their last regular
season game at-BSU on Thursday
night. '.

Athletes of the Week

"

~>'i,",

,.hree BSU records
fall at ISU track meet
By Corky Hansen
The University News

Three Boise State indoor
track records were set at last
Saturday's Intermountain
Championships, held in Idaho
ishers were Carla Boyde, who
State's Holt Arena.
.
placed. second in the 55.meter
Stachia Neeley, a senior
runwith a 7.25; Kathy Karpel,
. from Nassau, Bahamas,
who finished second in the
.signed her name to two
3000-meter run with a time of
'Bronco records: A mark of
10:26.50; and freshman Nicole
19-2 1/4 in the long jump
English, whosemarkof44-31/
bested' any of her previous
2 in the shot-put camed her
efforts of the 1990 season by
third place.
almost a full 12inches. Neeley
The Boise State men did
also broke the Boise State
not compete in the Intermounrecord by running the 400tain Games as a team, butafew
.meter dash in a time of 55.78.
athletes made the trip and
Neeiey won both events'.
competed in the mect.
Senior Christine Olen imBoise State junior Eddie
proved on the record she esMcElroy. won the 55-meter
tablished two weeks' ago in
dash with a time of7 .56, senior
the 800-meter run, as she
Clifford Dillard placed second
covered the distance in
2:13.04. BSU junior Kathy by high-jumping 6-10, and
Karpel finished second behind freshman Neil Edwards placed
Olen with a time of 2: 15.97. , third in the long jump with a
Other top Boise State fin- mark of 22-114.

by Corky Hansen
The University News
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Bronco wrestlers lose to U of 0, 19-14 Students to have own.
seating section in stadium
Boise State University
Bronco Stadium
(East Side)

....

BSUJunlorNels Nelson. top. wrestles U of 0 Pat CraIg.
hard-fought match which saw the
wrestlers involved in numerous extracurricular encounters.· Oregon
It was a match of expectations. "junio{Scolt Glenn won by a 10-5
Both Boise State head coach Mike decision.
Young and Oregon's Ron Finley
In the third of Coach Young's
went into Friday's wrestling meet pivotal matches, Mitch Mansfield
with an idea of what they needed to was beaten by Oregon's Curt
comeawaywitll-thevictory.
Boise Strahm, whose record is now 18-6State lost19-14.
. Ion the season.
"We didn'tget what we wanted,
There were, however, numerbut we got what we expected," said ous bright spots in the loss. The
Young.
most prominent was freshman Tony
On the contrary, Coach Finley Evan's 8-2 win over fellow firstfelt his team got a little more than it year athlete Jason Jones. The two
bargained for.
wrestlers had previously met twice
"Actually, we got a little more : in high school, with Jones winning
than what we expected," said Fin- both by technical pin (a victory of
ley. "They (Boise State) came out 15 or more points).
ready togo. They were aggressive,
The Broncos turned a 10-3
and did a fine job."
deficit into a 14-10 advantage in the
Young envisioned three weight matter of three matches behind
divisions that could tum the match juniorNelsNelsonandseniorsScolt
either way. Boise State wrestlers Cline and Jim Putman. The threeRay Hickman (126), Tony Piva some now has a total of 60 wins
(142), and Mitch Mansfield (177) between them this season.
wereallrecognized underdogs going
At 150 pounds, Nelson ran over
in.
Pat Craig (9-11-1) ofOregon bya9"They (Oregon) were favored 2 score. The match was never really
to win in all-threeweights," Young close, as Nelson led 5-0 after the
said, "but we felt that we might be first period, and 6-0 after the secabletoslip in and win one of them." ond. With the win, Nelson upped
Freshman Ray Hickman (9-14) his record to 21-8-2 for the season.
was beaten by Oregon's Rob Stone
Boise State's Scott Cline (18(9-10-1), ajunior from Anchorage, 12-1) tied the team score at 10-10
Ak, After Stone had taken a 4-0 with a solid 11-2 decision over
lead into the second. period, Hick- Oregon sophomore Darren Gusman rallied to 4-2 with 1:26 left in tafson (1-2). Cline struck quickly,
the second. Stone answered with a scoring a takedownjust 14 seconds
takedown late in the period to take a into the match, and led 4-1 after
6-2 lead which proved to be the period one.
final score.
Jim Putman (21-6-2) gave the
TonyPiva(l5-13-1)alsofell,a
Broncos- a temporary 14-10 lead

by Corky Hansen
The University News

Bring In this coupon and rent any two and get one free
BETA • VHS • Nintendo
VIDEO PROJECTIONS
344-6237
1217 Broadway

with a 9-1 thrashing of Eric Messner.
"Our strength is in the middle,"
said Young.
Mansfield's loss cut the Bronco
lead to one with 190 pounds and
heavyweight to go.
Dean Hastriter, a freshman
from Nampa, was beaten by the vast
experience of Joe Rassone (15-7), a
fifth-year senior at the University
of Oregon.
Atheavyweight, Oregon's Cam
Strahm edged out first-year Tony
Vanek 5-0.
The Pac-l0 Championships,
heldon March 10-11 in Bakersfield,
Calif., is next for Boise State. Arizona State is favored to win handi1y,followed bya foreseen battle for
second place between Bakersfield
and Oregon. The Broncos are
bunched into the next group, along
with Fresno State, Cal-State Fullerton.and Oregon State, who defeated
BSU 22-14 earlier in the season.

~~I"..--'i~~~
For the first time in Bronco
Stadium history, BSU students will
soon have their own seating section.
The new seating arrangement
on the east side of the stadium was
announcedjointlyearlierthismonth·
by Boise State athletic director Gene
Bleyrnaier, and ASBSU President

Broncos lose one-coint thriller
Free from Big Sky play, the
Boise State women used last week
to play in the Northern Lights Tournament in Anchorage, Ak. On Thursday, the Broncos lost
a one-point thriller to the Univcrsity of Alaska, Anchorage 77-76.
Freshman guard Lindsey Rico was
one of five players in double figures, and led the Broncos with 15
points.

The Broncos recovered from
Thursday's loss to beat Southern
Methodist University 75-66 on Friday. Niki Gamez led Boise State
: with 26 points ...
BSU will finish the regular
season this week with homegames
against Eastern Washington Thursday, and the University of Nevada
on Saturday.
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ON THE GROVE
891 Main» 342-8747
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Pat Reilly.
~
The new plan will convert
sections 8, 10,16, 18 and"20 into
student seating only, The remaining five sections on the east side
will be reserved seating. There will
no longer be general admission
seating on the east side of the stadium.
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REPOSSESSED
VA & HUD HOMFS AVAILABLEFROM
GOVERNMENT
from 51 without credit check. You repair.
Also tax delinquent foreclosures call 1-805·682·7555
Ext. H2151 forrepo list your area (call seven days a week).
'1'\l>"

'

SEIZED
CARS, TRUCKS,
4 WHEELERS,
TVs, STE·
REOS, FURNITURE and computers by DEA, FBI, IRSand US
customs. Availableyoar areanow. Call 1-805-682-7555 Ext. C1767 (call seven days a week).
LOOKING FOR A FRATERNITY,
SORORllY
OR STUDENT ORGANIZATION
that would-like to make $500 $1,000 for a one-week on-campus marketing project. Must be
organized and hardworking. Call Corine or Myra at (800) 5922121.
WIN A HAWAIIAN
VACATION OR BIG SCREEN TV
PLUS RAISE UP TO SI,400 IN JUST 10 DAYS!!! Fundralser with minimal commitment;
zero investment with
potential to raise SI,4OO. For campus organizations, clubs,
fraternities and sororities. Forinformation call OCMC at 1·800932-0528 or 1-800-950-8472, ext. 10.
INTERESTED
IN BUYING WOODEN CAR SPEAKER
BOXES TIIAT FIT 6 X 9 speakers, Contact Ron at 342-4230,
, Ie' cave message.
'
GET READY FOR THE HOT WEATHER,
dow air conditioner, must sell. Call 383-9686

Powerful

GETTING MARRIED? BEA UTIFUL 1/4 CARAT PLUS 4
pTS. WEDDING set, Appraised at $900. Will sell for $450 or
best offer. Call 378-8366. Leave message. -.
1982 GREAT LAKES MOBILE HOME, 14 X 70. TWO
BEDROOM,lWO
bath. New carpet, blinds, drapes and porch,
Excellent condition I Assumable loan. Buy cheaper than rent!
Call 378.8366. Leave message.
NEW DONORS EARN $30 Donations life saving plasma.
Present this ad and you will be paid SIS following your
Initial donll,tion; donate a 2nd time the same calendar week
and you will be paid another SIS. American Plasma Systems
1021 Broadway Ave. Open Tues., Wed., Frl., Sat. 9·S p.m.

338-0613.
NEW DONORS EARN $30 Donations life saving plasma.
Present this a4 and you will be paid SIS following your
Initial donation; donate a 2nd time the same calendar week
and you will be paid another SIS. American Plasma Systems
1021 Broadway Ave. Open Tues., Wed., Fri., Sal. 9·S p.m.

338·0613.
NANNIES!!! As the fastest growing agency In the East, we
offer immediate placement in the New York, New Jersey,
Connecticut areas. Our agency's "plus" is that you personally
meet with ourparents and children before you accept a position.
Certified training classes offered. Great benefits-paid
vaca.~.;.tion, health insurance and more. Over 250 nannies placed
yearly. Yearly employment only. NANNIES PLUS 1-800-752-

~L

.'

RESORT HOTELS, SUMMER CAMPS, CRUlSELINES
AND AMUSEMENT
parks, now accepting applications for
summerjobs and earcerpositions. For free information package
and application; call National Collegiate Recreation Services
on Hilton Head Island, South Carolina at 1·800·526-0396.
(9
a.m.-5 p.m, EST, M-F)
VATTENTION:
EARN MON'EY TYPING
$32,OOO/YR potential. Details, 1-602"838-8885

AT HOME!
Ext. T·5924.

MARKET
DISCOVER
CREDIT
CAllOS
ON YOUR
CAMpUS,FLEXIBLEhours.
Earn as much as S 10th r. Only ten
positions available. Call 1.800-950-8472, ext. 3024. ,
EXCELLENT
WAGES FOR SPARE TIME ASSEMIlLY,
EASY WORK AT HOME.
EXCEPTIONAL
PAY,
NO
EXPERIENCE NEEDED. CALL 1-601-388-8242 EXT. 1301
OPEN 24 HOURS. INCLUDING SUNDAY.
"'-uNLIMITED
INCOME!
ASSEMIlLE
PRODUCTS
IN
YOUR HOME. EASY work. Excellent pay. No experience
.needed, Call 318-828-4989 Ext. H1232, 24 hrs, incl. Sunday.
STOP! IMMEDIATELY
H1R'ING!! HUGE AIRCRAFT/
AEROSPACE
manufacturing companies in California, need
workers immediatelyl Alllevcls, topwages,on thcjob training,
no lay-offs. For free reports write to: WESCOGA, 2632 Imperial Hwy. Suite 368, Inglewood, CA. 9030,3.
SSHUNDREDS

WEEKLYSS
Ptf COMPLETING
MIl'
U.S. government program. Call1-7p24 hour recorded message. Please have pen ready.

REFUND POUCIES.
292.9131.
'-.,,10

'ALASKA
NOW HIRING.
LOGGING,
CONST., FISH·
lNG, NURSES. teachers, etc. Up to 57,OOO/mo. CALL NOW!
1·206·748·7544
Ext. A-253.
WAITRESSISHOR'I'ORDER
COOK NEEDED. TIMBERLANES. 4860 Emerald, Boise. Must be 19+ years old. $4thr
stalL Apptyin person please.
CRVlSESHIPS
NOW HIRING FOR SPRING, CHRISTMAS AND NEXT summcrbreaks. Many positions; Call 1-805682.75SS ExL S-1l63 (call seven days a week),
VISA. OR MASTERCA.RD!
EVEN IF BANKRUPT
OR
BAD CREDITI WE guarantee you a card ordoubleyourmoney
back. Call1,.80S-682-7SSS ExL M·1289 (call seven days a

week).

by Mitch Butler
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